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From tembrey at pritzkermilitary.org Mon Jul 2 12:51:32 2018
From: tembrey at pritzkermilitary.org (Teri Embrey)
Date: Mon, 2 Jul 2018 16:51:32 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Oral History Transcription Class
Message-ID: <b3a9d281c37247a98e4c547942969ce8@TE-EXCHMBX-02.tawani.com>
Hi all,
The Pritzker Military Museum & Library is offering an Oral History Transcription
class on July 12 as part of the Museum & Library's Oral History Week. Details,
including a full description of the class, can be found at this link:
http://www.pritzkermilitary.org/events/special-events/oral-history-weektranscription-class/
If you are interested in oral history and in the Chicago area, we hope you will
join us!
Sincerely,
--Teri Embrey
Theresa A. R. Embrey, MLIS
Chief Librarian
Pritzker Military Museum & Library
104 S. Michigan Ave., Suite 400
Chicago, IL 60603
Email: tembrey at pritzkermilitary.org<mailto:tembrey at pritzkermilitary.org>
Web: www.pritzkermilitary.org<http://www.pritzkermilitary.org/>
Phone: 312.374.9333 ext. 9320
Fax: 312.374.9314
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180702/
e3aaaf7f/attachment.html>
From fxlibrarian at gmail.com Mon Jul 2 20:44:34 2018
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)
Date: Mon, 2 Jul 2018 20:44:34 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room microfilm to trade
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu9tT4oKjxXa3qULSesOKvtjVnjjgtBGoGSm=i-fTrGiEg@mail.gmail.com>
Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has duplicates of census
microfilm for Virginia to trade. Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at
Bfm1010 at cox.net and Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov . Be sure to
include your mailing address in your email so that we can make your
mailing label. There's an Excel and a pdf version of the same list, so I
hope everyone will be able to open it.
Apologies for sending attachments,
but the county won't allow us to use file sharing services.
If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage
reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to
Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
10360 North St.
Fairfax, VA 22030
Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis.

The volunteer

will email you to tell you that the box has been sent to our mail room, and
she'll include a list of which films are in the box.
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180702/5e0831ff/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Census Slave Schedule Microfilm REVISED.docx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document
Size: 16046 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180702/5e0831ff/
attachment-0002.docx>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Census Slave Schedule Microfilm REVISED.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 30519 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180702/5e0831ff/
attachment-0002.pdf>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: old census microfilm virginia 1810-1840.docx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document
Size: 15333 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180702/5e0831ff/
attachment-0003.docx>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: old census microfilm virginia 1810-1840.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 39950 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180702/5e0831ff/
attachment-0003.pdf>
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Tue Jul 3 13:37:53 2018
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Tue, 3 Jul 2018 17:37:53 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Explore RELIC (July 2018)
Message-ID: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD110153523C6F@SP9OEXCH2.pwc.ad>

EXPLORE RELIC
July 2018 - The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History

(RELIC)

Start your historical journey here. RELIC's email newsletter highlights upcoming
free events and happenings. Genealogy and local Virginia history is our specialty
as a service provided by the Prince William Public Library. We're located at Bull
Run Regional Library and you can always find more about us at
www.pwcgov.org/library/relic<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic>
GENEALOGY 101: GETTING STARTED
??Discovering your family's history is both fun and rewarding. RELIC?s Darlene
Hunter, a certified genealogist, will demonstrate the essential first steps to take
and resources to use ? most of which are available for free through the library ?
to ensure that your research is accurate, complete and well-documented.
Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org
Thursday, July 12, 11:00 a.m.
RESEARCHING VIRGINIA FAMILIES: THE CHALLENGES AND REWARDS
?Learn about the many and varied resources available to trace your Virginia
ancestors. RELIC staff member and certified genealogist (C.G.) Darlene Hunter will
describe official records (and their substitutes), compiled records, finding aids
and institutional records and provide examples of how to locate and utilize them to
document your Virginia genealogy.
Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org
Tuesday, July 24, 7:00 p.m.

=========================

RELIC INSIDER:

We are pleased to announce that Angela ?Angie? Miller has been promoted to RELIC
manager effective June 18. She has been a member of the Bull Run Library Adult
Services staff since 2007 and is looking forward to working full time with RELIC
staff Don Wilson (Virginiana Librarian), Darlene Hunter (CG, Library Services
Technician III), and Beth Scott (Librarian, part time).

Bull Run Regional Library will be undergoing some renovations in late summer
(including upgrading of public restrooms), which will require the building be
closed to the public from September 1 to September 22.
We expect to reopen on
Sunday, September 23, at noon. During our time of closure staff will be able to
reply to questions by email: relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>.

==========

NEXT MONTH
Genealogy 201: Beyond the Basics
RELIC?s Don Wilson will discuss effective research strategies and demonstrate
advanced techniques for successfully searching and evaluating free online genealogy
/ history resources. See how information found in census, newspapers, passenger
lists, maps, books and manuscripts can add detail and interest to your family
history.
Register at 703.792.4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
Thursday, August 16, 11:00 a.m.
Revolutionary Prince William County, 1765-1781
Historian Jim Bish focuses on the important decisions and actions by county
residents who were in the middle of the struggle leading to the road to Revolution.
A retired teacher, Jim is a lifetime student of Prince William County history and
conducts local excursions for History Happened Here Tours.
Register at 703.792.4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>.
Tuesday, August 21, 7:00 p.m.

To read the latest lists of new materials available please click on What's New in
RELIC http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/pages/relic-news.aspx

Unless otherwise stated, all of the preceding programs will take place at Bull Run
Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, Virginia. Programs may last from
60 to 90 minutes. You may register for any of these free programs at 703-792-4540
or mail to: relic2 at pwcgov.org.

You may also register online at RELIC Programs
http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/pages/relic-programs.aspx
by clicking on the program date. Funding for selected RELIC programs is provided
by the Friends of Bull Run Library.*
To be notified of upcoming library programs
and activities, you may sign up for the PWPLS newsletter.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180703/
be92605f/attachment.html>
From birdlady2011 at icloud.com Wed Jul 4 07:03:33 2018
From: birdlady2011 at icloud.com (Claire Kluskens)

Date: Wed, 04 Jul 2018 07:03:33 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good library home - Czech interest
Message-ID: <E5D205A6-1B0D-4187-B9A3-191FB6C28A9B@icloud.com>
Free to a good library home, including postage Rocenka: Yearbook of the Czechoslovak Genealogical Society International, volumes
2, 3, 4
Contains articles about Czech and Slovak genealogy, history, and historical
individuals. Illustrated.
Please respond off list with your mailing address.
Claire Kluskens
birdlady2011 at icloud.com
Sent from my iPhone
From royalhouses at uwclub.net Thu Jul 5 07:40:35 2018
From: royalhouses at uwclub.net (Royal Houses)
Date: Thu, 5 Jul 2018 12:40:35 +0100
Subject: [Genealib] A new volume THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE Publication.
Message-ID: <45EB7DF0FB2B485C9F1E93E62E1EACF8@EndUserPC>
Dear Librarians
This new book has been published showing the genealogy of the descendants of King
Charles II of England, and his mistress Nell Gwynn, the orange seller. It also
contains many related U.S. families, including that of Stephen Breyer, Associate
Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court.
It is part of the THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE series:
The Descendants of King Charles II - Volume 8 - with Nell Gwynn. From the Dukes of
St. Albans, the Beauclerk Lines, through fourteen generations.
ISBN 978-0-9957174-6-6
For many years we have been supplying our Royal Genealogy books to libraries all
over the U.S. At the moment, with the U.S. Dollar riding high, and the British
Pound low due to the European Brexit negotiations, this is a good time to top up
your collection, or indeed to start one.
To remind you about the series:
THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE
This series of 41 volumes covers all the European Royal Dynasties and their
descendants. They provide a full royal genealogy laid out in inter-connecting royal
family trees of the Royal Houses of Europe. The books cover the reigning monarchies
of Europe, the great Imperial Dynasties and the former monarchies of Europe. They
include the British Royal House, now the House of Windsor, descended from Queen
Victoria, and the British dynasties of Stuart, Hanover and Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. It
now includes a series on the descendants of the mistresses of King Charles II, many
of whom live in the U.S. The dynasties of Hohenzollern, Romanov, Habsburg,
Bonaparte and Bourbon have separate books on each, together with the Monarchies of
Scandinavia, the Benelux, Liechtenstein, Iberia, Monaco, Italy and the Balkans, and
the former German Kingdoms, and Grand Duchies. In all cases the full descent is
shown, extending to related noble and commoner families, in Britain, across Europe,
and in the U.S.A, Canada, Australia and Latin America. They are an essential source
of information for genealogists providing details right down to the present day.

All books have ISBN numbers.
In particular, they are a source of detailed information on German Royal and Noble
dynasties.
The relevant 10 German/Austrian volumes are:
The HOHENZOLLERN Dynasty of PRUSSIA - 2 volumes
The HABSBURG Dynasty of AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
The BALKAN and ITALIAN MONARCHIES: In respect of the Habsburg Dynasty in Tuscany
and Modena.
The Sovereign Principalities of LIECHTENSTEIN and MONACO
The German Kingdoms of BAVARIA and SAXONY
The German Kingdoms of W?rttemberg and HANOVER
The German Dynasty of HESSE: Darmstadt Cassel Homburg Philippsthal Battenberg /
Mountbatten
The German Grand Duchies of OLDENBURG and MECKLENBURG: Schwerin and Strelitz.
The German Grand Duchies of BADEN and SAXE-WEIMAR-EISENACH
The full list of volumes in this series:
GREAT BRITAIN
Volume 1 - The
Volume 2 - The
Volume 3 - The
Volume 4 - The
Volume 5 - The

Descendants
Families of
Descendants
Descendants
Descendants

of H.M. Queen Victoria.
the British Consorts.
of King George III including the Fitz-Clarence family.
of King George II, the Collateral lines. - 2 volumes
of King George I, and the Stuart - Hanover connection.

The STUART Dynasty of GREAT BRITAIN - 9 volumes
Volume 1 - Preface and the Legitimist Line from King James I to the present day,
and Index
Volume 2 - The Lines descended from Countess Palatine Charlotte von Simmern,
Duchess of Orleans.
Volume 3 - The Lines descended from Ludwig Otto, 5th Prince of Salm. - 2 volumes
Volume 4 - The Lines descended from Princess Eleonore of Salm and the 1st Duke of
Ursel - 2 volumes
Volume 5 - The Lines descended from Princess Amelie of Saxony and Carlos III, King
of Spain.
Volume 6 - The Lines descended from Lady Frederica Schomberg and the 3rd Earl of
Holderness.
?Volume 7 - The Lines descended from Lady Mary Schomberg and Christoph Martin II,
Imperial Count of Degenfeld-Schonburg.
The Descendants of King Charles II - 11 volumes
This series is currently being sequentially published. It contains many families
settled in the U.S. Five Volumes are now published:
Volume 1 - with Lucy Walter and with Mary Davis - The Buccleuch Lines and The
Derwentwater Lines
Volume 2 - with the Hon. Barbara Villiers Through Lady Anne FitzRoy, Countess of
Sussex, the Dacre and Barrett-Lennard Lines
Volume 3 - with the Hon. Barbara Villiers From the Dukes of Cleveland and Grafton,
the FitzRoy Lines, through fourteen generations
Volume 4 - with Barbara Villiers. Through Henry FitzRoy and the Earls of
Harrington, the Stanhope Lines.
Volume 5 - with Barbara Villiers. Through Henry FitzRoy and the Marquesses of
Hertford, the Seymour Lines.
Volume 6 - with Barbara Villiers. Through Lady Charlotte FitzRoy, Countess of
Lichfield, the Calvert, Clifford and Mostyn Lines through fourteen generations
SAXE-COBURG-GOTHA

The BENELUX MONARCHIES: The Netherlands Belgium Luxembourg
The SCANDINAVIAN MONARCHIES: Denmark Sweden Norway
The BALKAN and ITALIAN MONARCHIES: Greece, Roumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Serbia,
Montenegro, Albania, Italy, Sardinia, Two Sicilies, Tuscany, Parma and Modena.
The BONAPARTE Dynasty of FRANCE
The BOURBON Dynasty of FRANCE
The BOURBON Dynasty of SPAIN
The BRAGAN?A Dynasty of PORTUGAL and BRAZIL
The HABSBURG Dynasty of AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
The HOHENZOLLERN Dynasty of PRUSSIA - 2 volumes
The ROMANOV Dynasty of RUSSIA
The Sovereign Principalities of LIECHTENSTEIN and MONACO
The German Kingdoms of BAVARIA and SAXONY
The German Kingdoms of W?rttemberg and HANOVER
The German Dynasty of HESSE: Darmstadt Cassel Homburg Philippsthal Battenberg /
Mountbatten
The German Grand Duchies of OLDENBURG and MECKLENBURG: Schwerin and Strelitz.
The German Grand Duchies of BADEN and SAXE-WEIMAR-EISENACH
Books may be bought individually, or in groups [e.g. The British 6 or 15, Stuart 9,
Charles II 11 (currently published, 8) or German 10 set]. Payment may be made by
check, credit card or bankers payment, and we can receive a direct purchase, or we
could dispatch the book with an invoice. We will respond personally to enquiries
concerning specific orders".
"We offer a discount of 16% to U.S. Libraries:
All books are priced for you, net of discount, at GBP (British Pounds) ? 32.00 (US$
42.44 at today's exchange rate). The retail price is ?38(US$50.44).
A delivery charge of GBP ? 7.00 (US$ 9.28) is added to each order (regardless of
the number of books) for packaging and delivery (by air mail or courier)
The easiest purchasing method is through the website:
http://www.theroyalhousesofeurope.co.uk
Purchase the books normally. To obtain the discount, type in the coupon code USL
(U.S. Libraries) when asked. This will give you a 16% discount on your books,
resulting in a price of GBP32 = US$42.44 per book. The total price will be charged
to your credit or debit card in U.S. Dollars through PayPal.
Payments by check in U.S. Dollars should be calculated (e-mail us to confirm exact
amount) and checks should be made payable to Patricia Arnold
Bankers Payments should be made to our account in England (e-mail us for details).
Orders for dispatch with an invoice should be made directly by e-mail to us, and a
quote will be made.
We hope you will purchase these books which will help you and your readers with
your genealogical research, and add value to your collection
PATRICIA ARNOLD
Publisher of
THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE
series of genealogical books
243 London Road

West Malling, Kent
ME19 5AD
England.
Tel & fax: +44 (0) 1732 848388
e-mail: royalhouses at uwclub.net
website: http://www.theroyalhousesofeurope.co.uk
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180705/
ff65a087/attachment.html>
From kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov Tue Jul 10 17:13:00 2018
From: kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov (Kathleen Poznick)
Date: Tue, 10 Jul 2018 21:13:00 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] more books for postage
Message-ID:
<BYAPR09MB29034BC63095B6977B5FB0BEC05B0@BYAPR09MB2903.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
If you would like any of the following books, please contact me off the list. I
will ship them to you library rate, and just ask that you pay for the postage when
you get them. They are mainly from the Colonial times of the United States and
WWII.
1.

Roll of Battle Abbey

2.

History of the 90th division (WWII) - Wythe

3.

University of North Texas oral interview - Minshew (subject of interview)

4.

Yankee Doodle Gals (WWII) - Nathan

5.

To Rome and beyond (WWII) Co. B, 760th Tank Battalion - Krebs

6.

Complete book of emigrants (2 vols.) - Coldham

7.

Scottish clans & tartans - Grimble

8.

Irish family histories - Grehan

9.

Irish immigrants of the Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank (3 vols.) - Rich

10.

Lives and times of our English ancestors - Smith

11.

National index of parish registers (2 vols.) - Steel

12.

Magna Charta sureties, 1215 - Ada

13.

Royal ancestors of Magna Charta barons - Collins

14.

Domesday book: England heritage, then and now

15.

Magna Charta (8 vols.) - Wurts

16.

Forgotten war: Texas veterans remember Korea - Murdock

17.

Tell me a war story (WWII) - Kinback

18.

To heal a nation: the Vietnam Veterans Memorial - Scruggs

19.

Black soldiers in the Colonial Militia

20.

American militia in the frontier wars, 1790-1796 - Clark

21.
American will & administrations in the Prerogative Court of Canterbury, 16101857 - Coldham
22.

Anglo-Americans in Spanish archive: finding aid - Feldman

23.

The Yankee exodus, an account of migration from New England - Holbrook

24.

Lost pensions: Settles accounts of the Act of 1838

25.

Pension rolls of 1835 (4 vols.)

26.

Passports of Southeastern pioneers, 1779-1823 - Potter

27.

Federal land series (4 vols.) - Smith

28.

Immigrants to the Middle Colonies - Teppler

29.

New World Immigrants (2 vols.) - Teppler

30.

Passengers to America - Teppler

31.
Abridged compendium of American genealogy: first families of America (7
vols.) - Virkus
32.

Index to old wars pension files, 1815-1926 - White

33.

Planters of the Commonwealth - Banks

34.

Colonial soldiers of the South, 1732-1774 - Clark

35.

American migrations, 1765-1799 - Coldham

36.

Child apprentices in America - Coldham

37.

Directory of Scots banished to the American plantations, 1650-1775 - Dobson

38.

Original Scots colonists of early America, 1612-1783 + supplement - Dobson

39.

Scots on the Chesapeake, 1607-1830 - Dobson

40.
Notes on the settlement and Indian wars of the western parts of Virginia and
Pennsylvania from 1763-1783 - Doddridge
41.
17th century colonial ancestors of members of the National Society Colonial
Dames XVII Century + 2 supplements - Hutton
42.

Irish families: their names, arms and origins - Maclysaght

43.

Irish settlers in America (2 vols) - O'Brien

44.
Pedigrees of descendants of the colonial clergy: 1978 supplement to the 1976
ed. (2 vols.)
45.

Colonists in bondage - Smith

46.

Biographical sketches of the pioneers, their lives and adventures

47.

Narratives of pioneer life and border warfare (2 vols.) - Payne

48.

New Loyalist index, v.2 (rebound) - Bunnell

49.

American prisoners of the Revolution - Dandridge

50.

American Revolutionary War sites - Gelbert

Kathleen Poznick
Genealogy/Children's Services
Weatherford Public Library
817-598-4258
kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov<mailto:kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180710/
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From mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org Tue Jul 10 17:38:21 2018
From: mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Martha Grenzeback (LIB))
Date: Tue, 10 Jul 2018 16:38:21 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] more books for postage
In-Reply-To:
<BYAPR09MB29034BC63095B6977B5FB0BEC05B0@BYAPR09MB2903.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<BYAPR09MB29034BC63095B6977B5FB0BEC05B0@BYAPR09MB2903.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CANLxXLGyR-y60g5SLJgzDJYTViRw+DGDDBvns5wn3VawnH4hRg@mail.gmail.com>
Dear Kathleen,
We would love to have these two, if not spoken for yet:
Black soldiers in the Colonial Militia
Scots on the Chesapeake, 1607-1830 ? Dobson
Thanks!
Martha Grenzeback | Genealogy & Local History Librarian
W. Dale Clark
*Main Library *215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org
<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://www.instagram.com/omahalibrary/>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>
*What I am reading?*Transcription*, by Kate Atkinson*
On Tue, Jul 10, 2018 at 4:13 PM, Kathleen Poznick <
kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov> wrote:
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If you would like any of the following books, please contact me off the
list. I will ship them to you library rate, and just ask that you pay for
the postage when you get them. They are mainly from the Colonial times of
the United States and WWII.
1.

Roll of Battle Abbey

2.

History of the 90th division (WWII) ? Wythe

3.
University of North Texas oral interview ? Minshew (subject of
interview)
4.

Yankee Doodle Gals (WWII) ? Nathan

5.

To Rome and beyond (WWII) Co. B, 760th Tank Battalion ? Krebs

6.

Complete book of emigrants (2 vols.) ? Coldham

7.

Scottish clans & tartans ? Grimble

8.

Irish family histories ? Grehan

9.
Irish immigrants of the Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank (3
vols.) ? Rich
10.

Lives and times of our English ancestors ? Smith

11.

National index of parish registers (2 vols.) ? Steel

12.

Magna Charta sureties, 1215 ? Ada

13.

Royal ancestors of Magna Charta barons ? Collins

14.

Domesday book: England heritage, then and now

15.

Magna Charta (8 vols.) ? Wurts

16.

Forgotten war: Texas veterans remember Korea ? Murdock

17.

Tell me a war story (WWII) ? Kinback

18.

To heal a nation: the Vietnam Veterans Memorial ? Scruggs

19.

Black soldiers in the Colonial Militia

20.

American militia in the frontier wars, 1790-1796 ? Clark

21.
American will & administrations in the Prerogative Court of
Canterbury, 1610-1857 ? Coldham
22.

Anglo-Americans in Spanish archive: finding aid ? Feldman

23.
The Yankee exodus, an account of migration from New England ?
Holbrook
24.

Lost pensions: Settles accounts of the Act of 1838

25.

Pension rolls of 1835 (4 vols.)
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26.

Passports of Southeastern pioneers, 1779-1823 ? Potter

27.

Federal land series (4 vols.) ? Smith

28.

Immigrants to the Middle Colonies ? Teppler

29.

New World Immigrants (2 vols.) ? Teppler

30.

Passengers to America ? Teppler

31.
Abridged compendium of American genealogy: first families of
America (7 vols.) ? Virkus
32.

Index to old wars pension files, 1815-1926 ? White

33.

Planters of the Commonwealth ? Banks

34.

Colonial soldiers of the South, 1732-1774 ? Clark

35.

American migrations, 1765-1799 ? Coldham

36.

Child apprentices in America ? Coldham

37.
Directory of Scots banished to the American plantations, 1650-1775
? Dobson
38.
Original Scots colonists of early America, 1612-1783 + supplement ?
Dobson
39.

Scots on the Chesapeake, 1607-1830 ? Dobson

40.
Notes on the settlement and Indian wars of the western parts of
Virginia and Pennsylvania from 1763-1783 ? Doddridge
41.
17th century colonial ancestors of members of the National Society
Colonial Dames XVII Century + 2 supplements ? Hutton
42.

Irish families: their names, arms and origins ? Maclysaght

43.

Irish settlers in America (2 vols) ? O?Brien

44.
Pedigrees of descendants of the colonial clergy: 1978 supplement to
the 1976 ed. (2 vols.)
45.

Colonists in bondage ? Smith

46.

Biographical sketches of the pioneers, their lives and adventures

47.

Narratives of pioneer life and border warfare (2 vols.) ? Payne

48.

New Loyalist index, v.2 (rebound) ? Bunnell

49.

American prisoners of the Revolution ? Dandridge

50.

American Revolutionary War sites - Gelbert

>
> Kathleen Poznick
>
> Genealogy/Children?s Services
>
> Weatherford Public Library
>
> 817-598-4258
>
> kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
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From charity_park at yahoo.com Tue Jul 10 17:56:15 2018
From: charity_park at yahoo.com (Charity Park)
Date: Tue, 10 Jul 2018 21:56:15 +0000 (UTC)
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogist Position Open in Arkansas
References: <1394943709.1912441.1531259775470.ref@mail.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <1394943709.1912441.1531259775470@mail.yahoo.com>
Hello, Everyone!? I have accepted a new position at an academic library. Pope
County Library System is looking for someone to fill the position listed below:
The Pope County Library has an opening in its Genealogy Department for a
Genealogist. This is a full-time job with benefits and requires special training

including preservation and maintenance. The Genealogist is responsible for
participating in general research and preservation of the collection, supervises
other staff, and volunteers in collections care, and interpretation work.
Reports to the Pope County Library Branch Manager. Position will remain open until
applicant selected. Qualifications: 18 hours Library Science coursework, or OTJ
experience. Salary:?$30,500.90?-?$35,883.41 Start date: Wednesday, August 1st,
2018.
Applications can be picked up at the Pope County Library. Or, download an
application at?https://static.visionamp.co/rubix/20171103/pcls-application66620.pdf online.
Email cover letter, resume, and application to:
director at popelibrary.org
Shawn Pierce, System Director
Pope County Library System?
116 E Third ST
Russellville, AR 72801

Charity ParkGenealogistPope County Library System116 East 3rd StreetRussellville,
AR 72801www.popelibrary.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From MBowden at cmlibrary.org Wed Jul 11 14:11:38 2018
From: MBowden at cmlibrary.org (Bowden, Meghan R.)
Date: Wed, 11 Jul 2018 18:11:38 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Books/Periodicals Available for Trade
Message-ID:
<SN1PR12MB243262EB4A833BAD3F591D68A7770@SN1PR12MB2432.namprd12.prod.outlook.com>
Hello,
The Carolina Room at Charlotte Mecklenburg Library is offering the attached lists
of books and periodicals for trade.
If you are unable to make a trade, please send a check for postage reimbursement
(payable to Charlotte Mecklenburg Library Foundation) to:
Charlotte Mecklenburg Library
Robinson-Spangler Carolina Room
310 North Tryon Street
Charlotte, NC 28202-2176
Requests can be sent to mbowden at cmlibrary.org. Please include a shipping address
in your email.
Thank you,

Meghan Bowden
Library Aide, Robinson-Spangler Carolina Room
310 N. Tryon
Charlotte, NC 28202
704.416.0150
mbowden at cmlibrary.org
<mailto:tcole at cmlibrary.org>
cmlibrary.org<http://www.cmlibrary.org/>
cmstory.org<http://cmstory.org>
Our Mission: To improve lives and build a stronger community.
Love your Library? Make a gift<https://secure3.convio.net/plcamc/site/Donation2?
df_id=1540&mfc_pref=T&1540.donation=form1><https://secure3.convio.net/plcamc/site/
Donation2;jsessionid=00000000.app362b?
1400.donation=form1&df_id=1400&mfc_pref=T&NONCE_TOKEN=52208126C6EAF319A5C07CB772F4A
0DC> to your Library Foundation today!
Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may be
considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant to North
Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential disclosure of
this message to third parties.
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From kelly.haslam at haslamgenealogy.com Thu Jul 12 16:32:48 2018
From: kelly.haslam at haslamgenealogy.com (Kelly Haslam)
Date: Thu, 12 Jul 2018 15:32:48 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] more books for postage
In-Reply-To:
<BYAPR09MB29034BC63095B6977B5FB0BEC05B0@BYAPR09MB2903.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<BYAPR09MB29034BC63095B6977B5FB0BEC05B0@BYAPR09MB2903.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <000801d41a1f$802e66e0$808b34a0$@haslamgenealogy.com>
Hi Kathleen,

I would take the following if not claimed yet.
postage and handling ?

And I am so happy to pay for

Here is my address and books of interest:
Kelly Haslam
5841 Persimmon Drive
Fitchburg, WI 53711

Irish family histories ? Grehan
Irish immigrants of the Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank (3 vols.) ? Rich
Immigrants to the Middle Colonies ? Teppler
New World Immigrants (2 vols.) ? Teppler
Passengers to America ? Teppler
Irish families: their names, arms and origins ? Maclysaght
Irish settlers in America (2 vols) ? O?Brien

Thank you!
Kelly

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Kathleen Poznick
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2018 4:13 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] more books for postage

If you would like any of the following books, please contact me off the list. I
will ship them to you library rate, and just ask that you pay for the postage when
you get them. They are mainly from the Colonial times of the United States and
WWII.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Roll of Battle Abbey
History of the 90th division (WWII) ? Wythe
University of North Texas oral interview ? Minshew (subject of interview)
Yankee Doodle Gals (WWII) ? Nathan
To Rome and beyond (WWII) Co. B, 760th Tank Battalion ? Krebs
Complete book of emigrants (2 vols.) ? Coldham
Scottish clans & tartans ? Grimble
Irish family histories ? Grehan

9.
Irish immigrants of the Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank (3 vols.) ? Rich
10.
Lives and times of our English ancestors ? Smith
11.
National index of parish registers (2 vols.) ? Steel
12.
Magna Charta sureties, 1215 ? Ada
13.
Royal ancestors of Magna Charta barons ? Collins
14.
Domesday book: England heritage, then and now
15.
Magna Charta (8 vols.) ? Wurts
16.
Forgotten war: Texas veterans remember Korea ? Murdock
17.
Tell me a war story (WWII) ? Kinback
18.
To heal a nation: the Vietnam Veterans Memorial ? Scruggs
19.
Black soldiers in the Colonial Militia
20.
American militia in the frontier wars, 1790-1796 ? Clark
21.
American will & administrations in the Prerogative Court of Canterbury, 16101857 ? Coldham
22.
Anglo-Americans in Spanish archive: finding aid ? Feldman
23.
The Yankee exodus, an account of migration from New England ? Holbrook
24.
Lost pensions: Settles accounts of the Act of 1838
25.
Pension rolls of 1835 (4 vols.)
26.
Passports of Southeastern pioneers, 1779-1823 ? Potter
27.
Federal land series (4 vols.) ? Smith
28.
Immigrants to the Middle Colonies ? Teppler
29.
New World Immigrants (2 vols.) ? Teppler
30.
Passengers to America ? Teppler
31.
Abridged compendium of American genealogy: first families of America (7
vols.) ? Virkus
32.
Index to old wars pension files, 1815-1926 ? White
33.
Planters of the Commonwealth ? Banks
34.
Colonial soldiers of the South, 1732-1774 ? Clark
35.
American migrations, 1765-1799 ? Coldham
36.
Child apprentices in America ? Coldham
37.
Directory of Scots banished to the American plantations, 1650-1775 ? Dobson
38.
Original Scots colonists of early America, 1612-1783 + supplement ? Dobson
39.
Scots on the Chesapeake, 1607-1830 ? Dobson
40.
Notes on the settlement and Indian wars of the western parts of Virginia and
Pennsylvania from 1763-1783 ? Doddridge
41.
17th century colonial ancestors of members of the National Society Colonial
Dames XVII Century + 2 supplements ? Hutton
42.
Irish families: their names, arms and origins ? Maclysaght
43.
Irish settlers in America (2 vols) ? O?Brien
44.
Pedigrees of descendants of the colonial clergy: 1978 supplement to the 1976
ed. (2 vols.)
45.
Colonists in bondage ? Smith
46.
Biographical sketches of the pioneers, their lives and adventures
47.
Narratives of pioneer life and border warfare (2 vols.) ? Payne
48.
New Loyalist index, v.2 (rebound) ? Bunnell
49.
American prisoners of the Revolution ? Dandridge
50.
American Revolutionary War sites - Gelbert

Kathleen Poznick
Genealogy/Children?s Services
Weatherford Public Library
817-598-4258

kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov <mailto:kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov>
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From jjohnson at cmlibrary.org Mon Jul 16 08:53:15 2018
From: jjohnson at cmlibrary.org (Johnson, Jane)
Date: Mon, 16 Jul 2018 12:53:15 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Robinson-Spangler Carolina Room Manager position
open-Charlotte Mecklenburg Library (NC)
Message-ID:
<DM2PR12MB02498C508E871969F0E12E2CC45D0@DM2PR12MB0249.namprd12.prod.outlook.com>
I am resigning/retiring on 8/31, after 21 years with the library, and this position
is now posted. Please let me know if you have any questions. If you are
interested in applying, please go to the cmlibrary.org web site or Mecklenburg Co.,
NC government site.
Thanks,
Jane Johnson
Manager, Robinson-Spangler Carolina Room
Charlotte Mecklenburg Library
310 N. Tryon
Charlotte, NC 28202
704-416-0152
jjohnson at cmlibrary.org
www.cmlibrary.org
www.cmstory.org
Robinson-Spangler Carolina Room Manager/Main Library
Job ID
109829
Location
Charlotte Mecklenburg Library
Department
LIB4137
Main-Carolina Room
Hiring Range
59784.000
78466.500
Status
Regular Full-Time
FLSA Status
Exempt
Please apply by
08/07/2018
Responsibilities/Qualification
The Charlotte Mecklenburg Library is one of America's leading urban public

libraries, serving a community of more than one million citizens in Mecklenburg
County, North Carolina. Through 20 locations, targeted outreach and online, the
Library delivers exceptional services and programs, with a mission to improve lives
and build a stronger community.
This position provides leadership and oversight for the Robinson-Spangler Carolina
Room. The Carolina Room provides access to historical and current information on
Charlotte, Mecklenburg County and the state of North Carolina. It contains
genealogical resources from all fifty states in print and online, the largest
collection of genealogical materials in a North Carolina public library. In
addition to the Robinson-Spangler Carolina Room, which is located in the Main
Library, the staff enables access through outreach visits and remote access.
Carolina Room staff work extensively with the community delivering excellent
customer service and exceptional library services.
POSITION SUMMARY
The Library Manager/Carolina Room is responsible for creating an atmosphere that is
welcoming to all, with a priority on service excellence. The Carolina Room staff
are archives, history and genealogy specialists.
This position requires both outward and inward facing focus. The Manager develops
strategy and coordinates community engagement and outreach, with the goal of
creating and fostering community relationships and partnerships. At the same time,
the Library Manager/Carolina Room supports and develops staff, with the goal of
creating and fostering positive work experiences, leading ultimately to positive
relationships with the public. The Manager plays a crucial role in ensuring that
current and future Charlotte Mecklenburg Library goals, objectives and priorities
are accomplished.
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS
* Communicating system-wide strategies and goals and providing guidance to staff in
fulfilling the same
* Attending monthly library manager meetings to stay current on library initiatives
and policies
* Analyzing day-to-day branch procedures and developing and implementing strategies
for more effective service
* Maintaining library knowledge to facilitate in the planning, analyzing and
evaluation of library services and operations
* Resolving conflicts with library users, general public and staff
* Clearly communicating, directing and enforcing library staff initiatives,
policies and procedures
* Managing, promoting and modeling customer service excellence
* Recruiting, hiring, developing and coaching staff
* Monitoring and evaluating staff performance
* Providing a safe and supportive workplace for staff to take risks to achieve a
recognized benefit and to support innovation
* Establishing and implementing a staff recognition and reward program to show
appreciation of their efforts
* Directing the Location Team Supervisors in staff scheduling, assigning work, and
payroll processing
* Ensuring the scheduling of staff meetings and training to enhance staff
development
* Managing branch opening and closing procedures, including the preparation of the
nightly deposit
* Monitoring and managing expenditures of the branch's annual budgets
* Preparing monthly narrative and statistical reports to submit to the Associate
Director
* Monitoring the physical maintenance of the building and determining the needs for
repairs; collaborating with the maintenance and janitorial contractor to resolve
those issues
* Monitoring the technology infrastructure of the building and collaborating with
the IT department to resolve service issues
* Ensuring staff is routinely trained in library safety and security procedures;

collaborating with library security to maintain a safe environment for the public
and the staff
* Representing the library at community events, meetings, and conferences
* Collaborating with Community Engagement to assess community needs and initiate,
develop and maintain community partnerships
* Performs additional duties as assigned such as participation on teams, special
projects, etc.
MINIMUM QUALIFICIATIONS
Experience: Five years of varied and increasing leadership responsibilities.
Education: A Master's degree in Library Science from an ALA accredited institution
Combination of relevant education and relevant experience accepted? Yes
Licenses and Certifications: Valid NC or SC driver's license and ability to obtain
and maintain a County Vehicle Permit. NC Public Library certification required or
must be obtained within a specified time frame.
KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES
Knowledge of:
* Implementing and evaluating library services such as reference, programming,
outreach, library operations, automated library technologies, readers' advisory and
collection management
* Integrated Library Systems software
* Computing, online databases and office productivity software
Skilled in:
* Communications, presentation, writing, & listening
* Time management and organization
* Having a flexible and collaborative work style
* Dealing with diverse elements simultaneously
Abilities:
* Applied Learning - Assimilate and apply new job-related information in a timely
manner.
* Negotiation - Effectively explore alternatives and positions to reach outcomes
that gain the support and acceptance of all parties.
* Formal Presentation - Present ideas effectively to individuals or groups; deliver
presentations suited to the characteristics and needs of the audience.
* Gaining Commitment - Use appropriate interpersonal styles and techniques to gain
acceptance of ideas or plans.
* Communication - Clearly convey information and ideas through a variety of media
to individuals or groups in a manner that engages the audience and helps them
understand and retain the message.
Special Requirements
The Library Manager/Carolina Room models and inspires a commitment towards
achieving the Library's vision, mission and strategies. The Manager provides
leadership within the organization, manages staff and services of the Carolina Room
and other departments as needed, develops and mentors staff, and is an effective
community engager and relationship builder. The Manager will work diligently to
meet and exceed the needs of the community by: developing strategies that include
the history/story (physical and digital) of all communities and neighborhoods in
Charlotte and Mecklenburg County; ensuring community engagement that reaches every
part of the community; developing and strengthening strategic partnerships with the
community, government agencies and civic organizations; and by engaging donors in
collaboration with the Charlotte Mecklenburg Library Foundation. The Library
Manager/Carolina Room participates in Charlotte Mecklenburg Library special
projects and initiatives, accepts and embraces change while effectively and
positively managing staff through change.

The manager embodies, interprets, and implements organizational culture to staff
by: modeling and encouraging teamwork and camaraderie; ensuring that there is a
proactive mindset; providing a work environment that welcomes and encourages
innovation; creating a work environment that is fun and safe for staff to share
opinions and ideas.
Five years of varied and increasing leadership responsibilities in a large library
setting and/or leading a rare book, archives, historical collection in a large
library or organization. Knowledge of archival, historical, genealogical
collections is greatly preferred.
WORK SCHEDULE
40 hours per week, rotating schedule, including nights and weekends.
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From fxlibrarian at gmail.com Wed Jul 18 11:27:48 2018
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)
Date: Wed, 18 Jul 2018 11:27:48 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room books to trade,
VA and MD titles
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu-v320DMT=COVzMgWzttpV=oBYqxYXx35LFPHTpDWfTQQ@mail.gmail.com>
Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has more books to trade. One
list is just Virginia, and one list is just Maryland. Please respond to
our volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010 at cox.net and Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcou
nty.gov . Be sure to include your mailing address in your email so that
we can make your mailing label. There's an Excel and a pdf version of each
list, so I hope everyone will be able to open them.
Apologies for sending
attachments, but the county won't allow us to use file sharing services.
If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage
reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to
Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
10360 North St.
Fairfax, VA 22030
Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer
will email you to tell you that the box has been sent to our mail room, and
she'll include a list of which titles are in the box.
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
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From agwilderman at gmail.com Wed Jul 18 15:46:07 2018
From: agwilderman at gmail.com (Angie Wilderman)
Date: Wed, 18 Jul 2018 15:46:07 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room books to trade,
VA and MD titles
In-Reply-To: <CAA5Zxu-v320DMT=COVzMgWzttpV=oBYqxYXx35LFPHTpDWfTQQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAA5Zxu-v320DMT=COVzMgWzttpV=oBYqxYXx35LFPHTpDWfTQQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAFV83+bYzU1afvHksM2tnvVvp73VfpTS8wia3TPvHejzywOHXw@mail.gmail.com>
Elaine,
I would like Index to Virginia Estates 1800-1865 Volume 7 Countis
of Amelia, etc.
and Virginia tithables from Burned Records Counties (Woodson)
I do not know what my historical society would have to trade.
How much do
you think the postage will be and I will send a check for the two volumes
if they are still available.

*Angie Wilderman*
*Chesterfield Historical Society *
On Wed, Jul 18, 2018 at 11:27 AM, Elaine McRey <fxlibrarian at gmail.com>
wrote:

> Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has more books to trade.
> One list is just Virginia, and one list is just Maryland. Please respond
> to our volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010 at cox.net and
> Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov . Be sure to include your mailing
> address in your email so that we can make your mailing label. There's an
> Excel and a pdf version of each list, so I hope everyone will be able to
> open them.
Apologies for sending attachments, but the county won't allow
> us to use file sharing services.
>
> If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage
> reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to
>
> Laura Wickstead
> Virginia Room
> 10360 North St.
> Fairfax, VA 22030
>
>
> Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer
> will email you to tell you that the box has been sent to our mail room, and
> she'll include a list of which titles are in the box.
>
> Elaine (McHale) McRey
> Librarian
> Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
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From dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us Wed Jul 18 17:57:37 2018
From: dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us (Daniel Sample)
Date: Wed, 18 Jul 2018 21:57:37 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Researching unicorporated communities
Message-ID: <50a39cd8b8fc4d7ba499588cf493a4c1@fortbend.lib.tx.us>
I have a patron who is looking for information on the history of the fire
department for the unincorporated community of Fresno Texas. We have very little on
the community and I've been unsuccessful in finding anything on the department. Any
suggestions on how to proceed would be appreciated.
Thanks,
Daniel Sample
Genealogy & Local History Department
Fort Bend County Libraries
1001 Golfview
Richmond, Texas 77469
281-341-2646
dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us<mailto:dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us>
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From pkennedy at tmcpl.org Thu Jul 19 09:27:03 2018
From: pkennedy at tmcpl.org (Patrick Kennedy)
Date: Thu, 19 Jul 2018 13:27:03 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Researching unicorporated communities
In-Reply-To: <50a39cd8b8fc4d7ba499588cf493a4c1@fortbend.lib.tx.us>
References: <50a39cd8b8fc4d7ba499588cf493a4c1@fortbend.lib.tx.us>
Message-ID: <C03538A3D574B14885B8598C7E835BC526B6D527@Europa.ad.tmcpl.org>
Good morning Dan,
Is there a newspaper that covers/covered Fresno events? If there is not a starting
point, such as the department stating they began in 1901, or something like that,
then what we have done is checked all histories that would cover that area to see
if there is any mention of the department. Also, check with other area fire
departments b/c they may have a note or history of when the Fresno department
began. Finally, look in the newspaper and look for mentions, especially is there
is a weekly column that mentions events from 25, 50, 75, etc. years ago. Sometimes
I will run across one of those and they state, " Seventy-Five years ago the old
department store on . . . "
Someone in your area may be familiar with another agency that might keep track of
fire departments and records, but it may be just good old fashioned original work.
I trust this might be helpful.
Regards,
Patrick
Patrick D. Kennedy, Archivist
[cid:image001.png at 01D41F42.C3FCE360]
The Local History Library:
[quillpen[1]]Celebrating 58 Years of Preserving
and Sharing Our History
Troy-Miami County Public Library
Local History Library
100 W. Main St.
Troy, Ohio 45373
937.335.4082
pkennedy at tmcpl.org<mailto:pkennedy at tmcpl.org>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Daniel Sample
Sent: Wednesday, July 18, 2018 5:58 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Researching unicorporated communities
I have a patron who is looking for information on the history of the fire
department for the unincorporated community of Fresno Texas. We have very little on
the community and I've been unsuccessful in finding anything on the department. Any
suggestions on how to proceed would be appreciated.

Thanks,
Daniel Sample
Genealogy & Local History Department
Fort Bend County Libraries
1001 Golfview
Richmond, Texas 77469
281-341-2646
dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us<mailto:dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us>
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From agometz at rhus.com Thu Jul 19 10:03:10 2018
From: agometz at rhus.com (Anne Gometz)
Date: Thu, 19 Jul 2018 10:03:10 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Researching unicorporated communities
In-Reply-To: <50a39cd8b8fc4d7ba499588cf493a4c1@fortbend.lib.tx.us>
References: <50a39cd8b8fc4d7ba499588cf493a4c1@fortbend.lib.tx.us>
Message-ID: <5B509A1E.5000101@rhus.com>
On 7/18/2018 5:57 PM, Daniel Sample wrote:
>
> I have a patron who is looking for information on the history of the
> fire department for the unincorporated community of Fresno Texas. We
> have very little on the community and I?ve been unsuccessful in
> finding anything on the department. Any suggestions on how to proceed
> would be appreciated.
>
> Thanks,
>
> Daniel Sample
>
> Genealogy & Local History Department
>
> Fort Bend County Libraries
>
> 1001 Golfview
>
> Richmond, Texas 77469

>
> 281-341-2646
>
> dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us <mailto:dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us>
>
>
Looking at their web page, I see they are a
volunteer department with several trucks. There must be some records of
who buys the trucks and who owns the actual fire department building.
Also you could use their Facebook page to contact older volunteers or
former volunteers for some oral history.
And newspapers, of course.
Anne Gometz
Gastonia NC
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180719/7a8446d6/
attachment.html>
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Thu Jul 19 10:06:36 2018
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Thu, 19 Jul 2018 14:06:36 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Researching unicorporated communities
In-Reply-To: <50a39cd8b8fc4d7ba499588cf493a4c1@fortbend.lib.tx.us>
References: <50a39cd8b8fc4d7ba499588cf493a4c1@fortbend.lib.tx.us>
Message-ID: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD110153530639@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
It's been our experience that the best source for writing history of local
agencies, whether incorporated, unincorporated, governmental or nongovernmental, is
to read about them in local and regional newspapers. If your community has
digitized its newspapers, it's not too hard to search for relevant terms.
Otherwise it will require scrolling through reels of microfilm.
I see that Fresno
is in the Houston metropolitan area, so the Houston newspapers should be helpful.
Perhaps your library has a clippings file that might collect articles and pamphlets
on the topic. Our clippings files go back to 1971.
Also important, will be documents from the government level controlling the
unincorporated community. Depending on Fresno's relationship with Fort Bend
County, the county government should have significant information about the
development of Fresno and its agencies. In order for the fire department to
operate, something must have been authorized by the county government (or perhaps
the Texas state government). Finding those documents will be a challenge, but the
clerk maintaining those records may be able to help.
Good luck.
Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian
The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center
for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC)
Prince William Public Library System
Bull Run Regional Library
8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109-2892
703-792-4540
www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at

mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Daniel Sample
Sent: Wednesday, July 18, 2018 5:58 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Researching unicorporated communities
I have a patron who is looking for information on the history of the fire
department for the unincorporated community of Fresno Texas. We have very little on
the community and I've been unsuccessful in finding anything on the department. Any
suggestions on how to proceed would be appreciated.
Thanks,
Daniel Sample
Genealogy & Local History Department
Fort Bend County Libraries
1001 Golfview
Richmond, Texas 77469
281-341-2646
dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us<mailto:dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180719/
d464ba14/attachment.html>
From rporay at plainfieldlibrary.net Thu Jul 19 10:59:33 2018
From: rporay at plainfieldlibrary.net (Reann Poray)
Date: Thu, 19 Jul 2018 10:59:33 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Researching unicorporated communities
In-Reply-To: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD110153530639@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
References: <50a39cd8b8fc4d7ba499588cf493a4c1@fortbend.lib.tx.us>
<47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD110153530639@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
Message-ID: <CAC86nJcy+jeNuU+eGLKZrmRaQZz1+u+4iADW6JB0Gd7k6_Rk+A@mail.gmail.com>
We found early information on our fire services in the town board minutes,
where they mention purchasing a fire wagon and hose and then subsequently
noting local men who would be on the volunteer squad.
Reann Poray
Indiana Room
Plainfield-Guilford Township Public Library
Plainfield, IN
On Thu, Jul 19, 2018 at 10:06 AM, Wilson, Donald L <dlwilson at pwcgov.org>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

It?s been our experience that the best source for writing history of local
agencies, whether incorporated, unincorporated, governmental or
nongovernmental, is to read about them in local and regional newspapers.
If your community has digitized its newspapers, it?s not too hard to search
for relevant terms. Otherwise it will require scrolling through reels of
microfilm.
I see that Fresno is in the Houston metropolitan area, so the
Houston newspapers should be helpful.

Perhaps your library has a clippings file that might collect articles and
pamphlets on the topic. Our clippings files go back to 1971.
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Also important, will be documents from the government level controlling
the unincorporated community. Depending on Fresno?s relationship with Fort
Bend County, the county government should have significant information
about the development of Fresno and its agencies. In order for the fire
department to operate, something must have been authorized by the county
government (or perhaps the Texas state government). Finding those
documents will be a challenge, but the clerk maintaining those records may
be able to help.

Good luck.

*Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian*
The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center
for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC)
Prince William Public Library System
Bull Run Regional Library
8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109-2892
703-792-4540
www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at mailman.
acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Daniel Sample
*Sent:* Wednesday, July 18, 2018 5:58 PM
*To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
*Subject:* [Genealib] Researching unicorporated communities

I have a patron who is looking for information on the history of the fire
department for the unincorporated community of Fresno Texas. We have very
little on the community and I?ve been unsuccessful in finding anything on
the department. Any suggestions on how to proceed would be appreciated.

Thanks,

Daniel Sample

>
> Genealogy & Local History Department
>
> Fort Bend County Libraries
>
> 1001 Golfview
>
> Richmond, Texas 77469
>
> 281-341-2646
>
> dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180719/82fa7fd9/
attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Fri Jul 20 07:38:07 2018
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Fri, 20 Jul 2018 07:38:07 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Researching unicorporated communities
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhU=haq1qqchiK1T+9tXybq7H2X4g8Ea1C7boQO1q9LF0w@mail.gmail.com>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We have a few unincorporated communities in our
an index to the town's records, we were able to
funds appropriated for poor overseers, fire and
whole heck of a lot, but the info was buried in

town, and by going through
find mentions of people and
police work, etc. Not a
the index to the records.

Larry Naukam
Perinton NY
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180720/
fd87679c/attachment.html>
From skirby at hctpl.info Sat Jul 21 12:01:59 2018
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Sat, 21 Jul 2018 12:01:59 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Midwestern and West of the Mississippi Key Resources
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hM-s+wUMQCopwVo2LHqikJ7XWrcDJjXCemuv1hHnmUqkQ@mail.gmail.com>
I'm developing a wish list for my room. What key published resources should
I have for general research in midwestern states or anything west of the
Mississippi River?
I'm not interested in how-to books or county histories, just something that
you use many times a month for your state or region. Something of the
magnitude of Torrey's or the Great Migration Series, or even the old print

transcriptions of census'.
Many of my room's patrons still prefer paper to electronic, so if there are
some key resources that I can acquire to help them, I'm trying to do so.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180721/0f69115e/
attachment.html>
From agometz at rhus.com Sat Jul 21 12:50:44 2018
From: agometz at rhus.com (Anne Gometz)
Date: Sat, 21 Jul 2018 12:50:44 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Midwestern and West of the Mississippi Key Resources
In-Reply-To: <CAAvK8hM-s+wUMQCopwVo2LHqikJ7XWrcDJjXCemuv1hHnmUqkQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAvK8hM-s+wUMQCopwVo2LHqikJ7XWrcDJjXCemuv1hHnmUqkQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <5B536464.1040406@rhus.com>
Do you have the various Territorial Papers of the United States for
those states?
Anne Gometz
Gastonia, North Carolina
On 7/21/2018 12:01 PM, Sarah Kirby wrote:
> I'm developing a wish list for my room. What key published resources
> should I have for general research in midwestern states or anything
> west of the Mississippi River?
>
> I'm not interested in how-to books or county histories, just something
> that you use many times a month for your state or region. Something of
> the magnitude of Torrey's or the Great Migration Series, or even the
> old print transcriptions of census'.
>
> Many of my room's patrons still prefer paper to electronic, so if
> there are some key resources that I can acquire to help them, I'm
> trying to do so.
> ______________
> Sarah A. V. Kirby
> Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City
> Township Public Library
> skirby at hctpl.info <mailto:skirby at hctpl.info> | 260-356-0824
> 255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
> http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
> <http://www.facebook.com/HCTPL>
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180721/
b99d483a/attachment.html>

From birdlady2011 at icloud.com Sat Jul 21 14:30:55 2018
From: birdlady2011 at icloud.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Sat, 21 Jul 2018 14:30:55 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good library home - IDAHO interest
Message-ID: <4CDFC50E-F79E-4406-927B-F059E5F0F360@icloud.com>
Free to a good library home Idaho Genealogical Society Quarterly Vol. 1, Nos. 1, 2 (1958)
Vol. 2, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 (1959)
Vol. 3, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 (1960)
Vol. 4, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 (1961)
Vol. 5, Nos. 1, 2, 4 (1962)
Vol. 6, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 (1963)
Vol. 8, Nos. 2, 3, 4 (1965)
Vol. 9, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 (1966)
Vol. 10, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 (1967) (#4 is joint issue with Vol. 11, No. 1)
Vol. 11, Nos. 1 (joint issue), 2, 3, 4 (1968)
Vol. 12, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 (1969)
Vol. 13, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 (1970)
Vol. 16, No. 16 (1973)
Please include your mailing address and reply off list. Thanks.
Claire Kluskens
birdlady2011 at icloud.com
From mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org Sat Jul 21 15:05:58 2018
From: mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Martha Grenzeback (LIB))
Date: Sat, 21 Jul 2018 14:05:58 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Midwestern and West of the Mississippi Key Resources
In-Reply-To: <CAAvK8hM-s+wUMQCopwVo2LHqikJ7XWrcDJjXCemuv1hHnmUqkQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAvK8hM-s+wUMQCopwVo2LHqikJ7XWrcDJjXCemuv1hHnmUqkQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CANLxXLHBCp5SiZOV=GCSZjeTZz1d45i8czZgU93oyTOqr=xLSA@mail.gmail.com>
One that we seem to be constantly reshelving is:
Author Northcott, Dennis.
Title Iowa, Kansas and Nebraska Civil War veterans : compilation of the
death rolls of the departments of Iowa, Kansas and Nebraska, Grand Army of
the Republic, 1883-1948 / Dennis Northcott.
Publication Info. St. Louis, Mo. : D. Northcott, 2007.

Martha Grenzeback | Genealogy & Local History Librarian
W. Dale Clark
*Main Library *215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org
<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://www.instagram.com/omahalibrary/>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>
*What I am reading?*Prairie Fires: The American Dreams of Laura Ingalls
Wilder*, by Caroline Fraser*

On Sat, Jul 21, 2018 at 11:01 AM, Sarah Kirby <skirby at hctpl.info> wrote:
> I'm developing a wish list for my room. What key published resources
> should I have for general research in midwestern states or anything west of
> the Mississippi River?
>
> I'm not interested in how-to books or county histories, just something
> that you use many times a month for your state or region. Something of the
> magnitude of Torrey's or the Great Migration Series, or even the old print
> transcriptions of census'.
>
> Many of my room's patrons still prefer paper to electronic, so if there
> are some key resources that I can acquire to help them, I'm trying to do so.
> ______________
> Sarah A. V. Kirby
> Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
> Public Library
> skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
> 255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
> http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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attachment.html>
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From archives at uww.edu Mon Jul 23 13:57:50 2018
From: archives at uww.edu (UW-W Archives)
Date: Mon, 23 Jul 2018 17:57:50 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Midwestern and West of the Mississippi Key Resources
In-Reply-To: <CANLxXLHBCp5SiZOV=GCSZjeTZz1d45i8czZgU93oyTOqr=xLSA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAvK8hM-s+wUMQCopwVo2LHqikJ7XWrcDJjXCemuv1hHnmUqkQ@mail.gmail.com>,
<CANLxXLHBCp5SiZOV=GCSZjeTZz1d45i8czZgU93oyTOqr=xLSA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <1532368669716.65527@uww.edu>
We regularly use Wisconsin : its counties, townships, & villages?, 2d ed.,
Wisconsin State Genealogy Society. It is invaluable for identifying all those
little communities that don't exist anymore.
Karen Weston
ARC Curator
UW-Whitewater Special Collections, Area Research Center and Archives
P.O. Box 900, 800 W. Main Street, Whitewater, WI 53190
Normal Hours: Monday-Friday 9:00 AM to 4:30 PM
Phone: 262-472-5520
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Martha Grenzeback (LIB) <mgrenzeback at
omahalibrary.org>
Sent: Saturday, July 21, 2018 2:05 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Midwestern and West of the Mississippi Key Resources
One that we seem to be constantly reshelving is:
Author Northcott, Dennis.
Title Iowa, Kansas and Nebraska Civil War veterans : compilation of the death rolls
of the departments of Iowa, Kansas and Nebraska, Grand Army of the Republic, 18831948 / Dennis Northcott.
Publication Info. St. Louis, Mo. : D. Northcott, 2007.

Martha Grenzeback | Genealogy & Local History Librarian
W. Dale Clark Main Library
215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org<mailto:mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org>
402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org<http://omahalibrary.org/>

|

[cid:ii_i07442kc0_148854469f5fd427]<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>
[cid:ii_i07442n53_148854469f5fd427] <https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
[https://docs.google.com/uc?
export=download&id=0BxbaQEiCyc_wM0tmQmdWX2Qwd28&revid=0BxbaQEiCyc_wVjZvN1NGbVJWcFJG
alJMb0hvMDgrNzQxZGwwPQ] <https://www.instagram.com/omahalibrary/>
[cid:ii_i075t6bg0_148856fe8652be1b]
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>
What I am reading...Prairie Fires: The American Dreams of Laura Ingalls Wilder, by
Caroline Fraser

On Sat, Jul 21, 2018 at 11:01 AM, Sarah Kirby <skirby at hctpl.info<mailto:skirby
at hctpl.info>> wrote:
I'm developing a wish list for my room. What key published resources should I have
for general research in midwestern states or anything west of the Mississippi
River?
I'm not interested in how-to books or county histories, just something that you use
many times a month for your state or region. Something of the magnitude of Torrey's
or the Great Migration Series, or even the old print transcriptions of census'.
Many of my room's patrons still prefer paper to electronic, so if there are some
key resources that I can acquire to help them, I'm trying to do so.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township Public
Library
skirby at hctpl.info<mailto:skirby at hctpl.info> | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us |
www.facebook.com/HCTPL<http://www.facebook.com/HCTPL>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From youngm at stls.org Mon Jul 23 16:15:19 2018
From: youngm at stls.org (Maggie Young)
Date: Mon, 23 Jul 2018 16:15:19 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] available books for postage
Message-ID: <201807231615371.SM81561@MAIL>
Available for postage:
Westmoreland county history from a Mt. pleasant Township Perspective/by George Fry
Lee. 1999
Garrison - Sheive and other related families by Mrs. Myrtle Evans Sturdevant of E.
Smithfield PA. 1981. (Manuscript typewritten by author, unbound pages).
Wills and Where to find them/JSW Gibson. 1974
300 years of Louds in America/C. Everett Loud. 1980

Maggie Young
Genealogy and Local History Librarian
Steele Memorial Library
Chemung County Library District
101 E. Church St.
Elmira NY 14901
http://www.ccld.lib.ny.us
P: (607)733-8603
F: (607)733-9176
E: youngm at stls.org
If there exists a problem, there exists a solution.
If there is no solution, then there is no problem.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180723/29406807/
attachment.html>
From mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org Mon Jul 23 16:20:25 2018
From: mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Martha Grenzeback (LIB))
Date: Mon, 23 Jul 2018 15:20:25 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] available books for postage
In-Reply-To: <201807231615371.SM81561@MAIL>
References: <201807231615371.SM81561@MAIL>
Message-ID: <CANLxXLE1emrkZPxc0efdbmG8kh7RX6H_o-gmdh4QYcLY00qN4Q@mail.gmail.com>
We would love to have Westmoreland county history from a Mt. Pleasant
Township Perspective/by George Fry Lee. 1999 .
Thanks!
Best wishes,
Martha Grenzeback | Genealogy & Local History Librarian
W. Dale Clark
*Main Library *215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org

<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://www.instagram.com/omahalibrary/>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>
*What I am reading?*Prairie Fires: The American Dreams of Laura Ingalls
Wilder*, by Caroline Fraser*
On Mon, Jul 23, 2018 at 3:15 PM, Maggie Young <youngm at stls.org> wrote:
> Available for postage:
> Westmoreland county history from a Mt. pleasant Township Perspective/by
> George Fry Lee. 1999
> Garrison - Sheive and other related families by Mrs. Myrtle Evans
> Sturdevant of E. Smithfield PA. 1981. (Manuscript typewritten by author,
> unbound pages).
> Wills and Where to find them/JSW Gibson. 1974
> 300 years of Louds in America/C. Everett Loud. 1980
>
> Maggie Young
>
> Genealogy and Local History Librarian
>
> Steele Memorial Library
> Chemung County Library District
> 101 E. Church St.
> Elmira NY 14901
> http://www.ccld.lib.ny.us
> P: (607)733-8603
> F: (607)733-9176
> E: youngm at stls.org
>
>
> If there exists a problem, there exists a solution.
> If there is no solution, then there is no problem.
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
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From rosef at post.tau.ac.il Thu Jul 26 02:21:53 2018
From: rosef at post.tau.ac.il (Rose Feldman)
Date: Thu, 26 Jul 2018 09:21:53 +0300
Subject: [Genealib] Time to check our AID collection again!
Message-ID: <20180726092153.Horde.EoQ_VjpRoYRbWWiBy4ASDqA@webmail.tau.ac.il>
In the current release of databases we have five new databases and
additional material added in four others. These databases cover a time
span from 1916 to 1963 and include areas of the country from the north
to the south. Please check out our promo for this database release.
https://www.slideshare.net/igra3/jul-2018-igrarelease
This database is in handwritten Hebrew. The information is presented
according to families. There is a ?head? and then a notation is made
for the others in the family. The columns show the name, occupation,
name of father, name of mother, year of birth and place of birth.
You?ll notice in the above example that the birth year is listed as
1866 (on our summary), but when looking at the image we see the year
1282!
As the source of this information is the Nufus (a form of census) and
we note the year, 1916 (during the Ottoman Period) we realize that
this uses a different calendar. Steve Morse has a calendar converter
that helps to quickly determine the date according to our current
calendar.
Safed Census 1931 ? (images) material from the Israel State Archives
This database is also on handwritten pages. The calendar is the one we
use today. The columns of information are: Language spoken,
occupation, can they write, name, place of birth, age and nationality.
Most of this information has been included in our summary.
Voters? List Knesset Israel 1936 ? Tel Aviv ? (images) material from
the Historical Municipal Archives of Tel Aviv-Yaffo
In this release we include the last names beginning with the letters
Mem, Nun, Samech, Ayin and Peh. The Information you may find could
have the name, name of the father, gender, age, community and the
address they reported.
Kefar Sava Local Council Elections 1939 ? (images) material from the

Israel State Archives
The information is more limited in this database but includes the
name, street or name of the house and the city.
Jerusalem Heads of Households 1939 ? (images) material is from the
Matilde Tagger Collection and based on information at the Central
Zionist Archives
Mathilde Tagger z?l worked on many, many projects. One of them was to
pull together the Heads of Households from the 1939 Population Census
in Jerusalem. The data is typed and includes name, father?s name, age,
country lived in before coming to Israel, status (married, single,
widow?), occupation, neighborhood and the pages to identify where the
full family information can be located.
Palestine Marriage/Divorce Certificates ? (images) material from the
Israel State Archives
Additional marriage/divorce certificates have been added to this
impressive database. As we have previously mentioned these
certificates may be typed or handwritten. They have information about
the bride and groom including names of the parents, their occupation
and where they live; names of each of the partners, their residence,
the community they belong to, their age and their occupation.
Immigrants 1945 ? (images) material from the Israel State Archives
These lists represent people coming in to Israel with a Visa organized
by the Aliyah Department of the Jewish Agency. The information
included on the typed pages includes: the name and age, the country
they came from, the kind of Visa issued, if they were going to family
? their names and where they lived or if they were considered Youth
Aliyah, going to a kibbutz or other arrangment. There are some
additional comments.
?Operation on Eagles Wings?, November 1949 ? (no images) material from
the JDC Archives
The names of the individuals participating in this extraordinary
Aliyah are available and there is information about where they came
from, the camp they were in, and some identifying information. There
is a link at the bottom of the page which will take you to the pages
with much additional data.
1963 Telephone Directory ? (images) material from the Library of Congress
Another updated file, bringing now the letters C, D and M. The phone
book is in English and the available information includes the name,
address and phone number and possibly more.
Can you volunteer?? With the heat of the summer, perhaps you are
looking for something to do quietly at home for part of the day to get
away from the heat. IGRA has projects in both English and Hebrew ? and
now some in French as well. Please join us in our efforts to make more
of these records available to those involved in their family research.
Contact us at: webmaster at genealogy.org.il and let us know you?re
willing to volunteer.

Rose Feldman
Israel Genealogy Research Association
Winner of 2017 IAJGS Award for Volunteer of the Year
http://genealogy.org.il
http:/facebook.com/israelgenealogy
Help us index more records at http://igra.csindexing.com
Keep up to date on archives, databases and genealogy in general and
Jewish and Israeli roots in particular with
http://twitter.com/JewDataGenGirl
From kellenbergerroom at gmail.com Thu Jul 26 10:55:38 2018
From: kellenbergerroom at gmail.com (Kellenberger Room)
Date: Thu, 26 Jul 2018 10:55:38 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good home: 1930 Census Knoxville, Knox County,
Tennessee Microfilm
Message-ID: <002701d424f0$b7e360f0$27aa22d0$@gmail.com>
I have three reels of 1930 Knoxville and Knox County Census records (out of
4 in the series) that are up for grabs.
The reels are T626-2258, 2259, and 2260. I do not have 2257. These fall
outside of our collection for microfilm products.
Does anyone want them for institution use (not personal)?
Victor
--Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Special Collections Librarian
Kellenberger Room
New Bern-Craven County Public Library
400 Johnson Street
New Bern, NC 28560-4098
Phone: (252) 638-7808
Fax: (252) 638-7817
E-mail: vtjones at nbccpl.org or kellenbergerroom at gmail.com
Web: http://newbern.cpclib.org <http://newbern.cpclib.org/>

ColorLogo_web

Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may be
considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant to
North Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential
disclosure of this message to third parties. Opinions expressed in this
communication are mine and do not necessarily represent the opinions of the
library.
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From skirby at hctpl.info Thu Jul 26 16:09:35 2018
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Thu, 26 Jul 2018 16:09:35 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Rubik's Cube Genealogy - 630p Mon 20 Aug - Just before
FGS
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hO1_PmbgOjFQmz9-fb=j08V0Zou1XWoVnbWiZt9CaFu=w@mail.gmail.com>
I know programming isn't usually advertised. I hope you'll excuse this
one-time posting. (I'm just trying to ensure we have a good turnout for
Elissa.) Feel free to contact me with any questions.
There will be a free learning opportunity from a national speaker just
before the start of the FGS (Federation of Genealogical Societies)
Conference. Whether you are attending the conference, or not, please
consider attending our event. Our library is a short 30 minute drive south,
southwest of Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Rubik?s Cube Genealogy: A New Twist on Your Old Data
August 20 @ 6:30 pm - 7:30 pm, Indiana Room
Huntington City-Township Public Library
Genealogy research can often hit a wall ? where the data doesn?t quite fit
together or leads on new information run dry. For hobbyists, this can grind
progress to a halt; however, professional researchers and genealogists have
some tricks up their sleeves that can help anyone in their research. This
informative presentation, Rubik?s Cube Genealogy: A New Twist on Your Old
Data, aims to share that knowledge with everyone. Presented by Elissa
Scalise Powell, a professional genealogist and researcher, it will
demonstrate a variety of tricks used in advanced levels of research and
ways to look at what data you have from different angles. If you want to
learn ways you can shed new light on your current project, this
presentation is a must-see.
Elissa Scalise Powell, CG, CGL, is a Pennsylvania researcher and
co-director of the Genealogical Research Institute of Pittsburgh (GRIP),
past-president of the Board for Certification of Genealogists, an
instructor for the Virtual Institute of Genealogical Research (VIGR), a
SLIG instructor, and coordinator of the IGHR ?Professional Genealogy?
course. She was an instructor and creator of part of Boston University?s
Genealogical Research Certificate course. She won the 2017 Association of
Professional Genealogists Professional Achievement Award.

______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
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From mkmannix at gmail.com Thu Jul 26 16:34:04 2018
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Thu, 26 Jul 2018 16:34:04 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Rubik's Cube Genealogy - 630p Mon 20 Aug - Just
before FGS
In-Reply-To: <CAAvK8hO1_PmbgOjFQmz9-fb=j08V0Zou1XWoVnbWiZt9CaFu=w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAvK8hO1_PmbgOjFQmz9-fb=j08V0Zou1XWoVnbWiZt9CaFu=w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAPXojw8rfXcWYr9h4bdK16kdCH62u=Xuy56CUktTCTgnN27NpA@mail.gmail.com>
I have never hesitated to post programming and Drew has yet to scold
me. :) And, coming from the other side, I am always interested in
seeing what others are up to, for general interest and thievery
purposes.
Mary Mannix
On Thu, Jul 26, 2018 at 4:09 PM, Sarah Kirby <skirby at hctpl.info> wrote:
> I know programming isn't usually advertised. I hope you'll excuse this
> one-time posting. (I'm just trying to ensure we have a good turnout for
> Elissa.) Feel free to contact me with any questions.
>
> There will be a free learning opportunity from a national speaker just
> before the start of the FGS (Federation of Genealogical Societies)
> Conference. Whether you are attending the conference, or not, please
> consider attending our event. Our library is a short 30 minute drive south,
> southwest of Fort Wayne, Indiana.
>
>
> Rubik?s Cube Genealogy: A New Twist on Your Old Data
>
> August 20 @ 6:30 pm - 7:30 pm, Indiana Room
>
> Huntington City-Township Public Library
>
> Genealogy research can often hit a wall ? where the data doesn?t quite fit
> together or leads on new information run dry. For hobbyists, this can grind
> progress to a halt; however, professional researchers and genealogists have
> some tricks up their sleeves that can help anyone in their research. This
> informative presentation, Rubik?s Cube Genealogy: A New Twist on Your Old
> Data, aims to share that knowledge with everyone. Presented by Elissa
> Scalise Powell, a professional genealogist and researcher, it will
> demonstrate a variety of tricks used in advanced levels of research and ways
> to look at what data you have from different angles. If you want to learn
> ways you can shed new light on your current project, this presentation is a
> must-see.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Elissa Scalise Powell, CG, CGL, is a Pennsylvania researcher and co-director
of the Genealogical Research Institute of Pittsburgh (GRIP), past-president
of the Board for Certification of Genealogists, an instructor for the
Virtual Institute of Genealogical Research (VIGR), a SLIG instructor, and
coordinator of the IGHR ?Professional Genealogy? course. She was an
instructor and creator of part of Boston University?s Genealogical Research
Certificate course. She won the 2017 Association of Professional
Genealogists Professional Achievement Award.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Mary K. Mannix
From tneel at ogs.org Tue Jul 31 15:04:44 2018
From: tneel at ogs.org (Tom Neel)
Date: Tue, 31 Jul 2018 15:04:44 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] OGS GenLib Seminar Oct 12
Message-ID: <000601d42901$586ad710$09408530$@ogs.org>
"New Tools for Today's Genealogical Library" is the theme for the Ohio
Genealogical Society's 15th Annual Genealogy Librarians' Seminar, to be held
Friday, October 12, 2018 at the Samuel Isaly Library, Ohio Genealogical
Society, 611 SR 97 W, Bellville OH 44813 (exit 165 on I-71). This is an
educational gathering for professionals who work in the genealogical and
local history field in Ohio's libraries.
9:00-9:30 Registration
9:30-9:45 Welcome
9:45-10:45 Sunny Morton on "Comparing the Genealogy Giants", a look at
Ancestry, FamilySearch, FindMyPast, and MyHeritage.
11:00-12:00 Jen Johnson on "Connecting Ohio's Local History with the Digital
Public Library of America".
12:00 Lunch
1:00-2:00 Tom Neel on "Meeting the Needs of Today's Patrons: Genealogy at
the Library in 2018".
2:15-2:30 Open Mic - bring 5 minutes topics to the floor

2:30-3:30 Sunda Peters on "DNA, What is it & how to use it".
The seminar is $25 (or $15 without lunch). Check or credit payment to the
above address by Oct 8th and it also should be going on our web site
shortly - www.ogs.org

Tom Neel, Library Director
Samuel D. Isaly Library
Ohio Genealogical Society
611 SR 97 W
Bellville OH 44813-8813
419-886-1903
www.ogs.org
Membership $40 (OGS Quarterly, Ohio Genealogy News, Online Member Databases)
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